This book is extremely beneficial for MBBS, MD, MPH, DNB, DPH, DHA, PGDMCH, PGCHCFW, PGDGM, DPHM, BSc and MSc Nursing students. It has an excellent compilation of all study materials which is required for preparation of practical examination and viva for undergraduate as well as postgraduate students. This book describes complex concepts of public health in a very simpler form, which can be easily understood by all medical students. Skills of case history taking is described in an excellent way which covers all the necessary details of the case as well as family history. Especially all-important cases for examination purpose i.e. antenatal case, children under 5 years, postnatal case, NCD cases etc. has been described in elaborated form. The major highlight of this book is that some important basic viva questions from each chapter has been discussed, which has not been covered by any other book till now. Epidemiological exercises and statistical exercises are also discussed in a very interesting form, which build the concept and understanding of the students.


Last but not the least, this is a complete package of students for their Undergraduate and postgraduate practical and viva exams, which will help in building the strong foundation for the student’s concept of community medicine.
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